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Strengthen Yourself in the Lord 2007-04-28 today’s believer is faced with situations unknown fifty thirty even twenty years ago to stand in victory and enter our hour of promotion is to learn how to strengthen yourself in the lord you will learn how to encourage yourself overcome seriously bad days stay connected to your destiny access heaven’s open door and disarm hell with thanksgiving

Your Battles Belong to the Lord 2019-09-05 have you ever felt you tried every solution on earth to solve a problem but nothing worked have you ever wondered where the difficulties you face are coming from joyce meyer has answers in your battles belong to the lord meyer explains that once you recognize the devil who is real and active in the world today as your true enemy and the source of many of your struggles you can overcome them and live a life of peace freedom faith and victory when facing life’s battles there are certain things you must do for yourself such as being diligent to study and apply god’s word trusting him praying helping others and maintaining a positive attitude and a thankful heart but there are other things only god can do when you do your part god does his and he is always ready and eager to defend you and help you in this fresh approach to the subject of spiritual warfare meyer focuses not only on the nature and strategies of the enemy but also on the power and love of god who always defeats the enemy and leads you to triumph no matter how difficult your challenges are if you have god with you you need to win every battle
**Come Lord Jesus** 2020-02-09 why did god give us the book of revelation and what’s more why did he promise a blessing to those who read it and heed its words the book of revelation is the consummation of god’s grand story that he has given to us as an anchor and a hope for our lives come lord jesus a woman’s walk spirit body soul through the book of revelation will guide you on a journey through this important book of the bible encouraging you to experience spirit body and soul the lord’s message to his church in this bible study you will engage in worship prayer witness creativity and connection with god and others studying the book of revelation is truly a blessing that the lord has given us for our lives let’s dive in together to know him more

**Loving God with All Your Mind Growth and Study Guide** 2005-01-01 more than 190,000 copies of elizabeth george’s growth and study guides have been sold her newest one based on her encouraging book loving god with all your mind more than 200,000 copies sold provides insights and thoughtful questions to help women focus on god and his principles for life turn daily struggles over to god apply god’s truths to everyday life recognize and live god’s purpose for their lives find peace in all circumstances drawing on biblical wisdom elizabeth helps women sort through their emotions and find inner strength and peace by focusing on what is true and godly for group or personal study

**The Blessing of the Lord Maketh Rich Study Guide** 2011-09 living in the blessing is god’s will for you and...
in this study guide a companion to the book the blessing of the lord makes rich and he adds no sorrow with it proverbs 10:22 you are sure to gain a clear understanding of this revelation and experience everything god has for you today a vital resource to help you discover god’s original plan for your life this carefully designed workbook features detailed questions and discussion topics taken straight from the blessing book chapter by chapter also included is a space for you to write your own blessing confession upon which you can stand for your miracle this rich resource focuses with laser like precision on the major points of its companion making it easy to communicate the truths of the blessing in bite sized pieces it is ideal for pastors bible study leaders families or individuals who desire to both learn and share how to experience a maximized life in the kingdom of god your blessed life of peace and joy awaits you
Chase Study Guide 2012-11-05 chase provides women a chance to discover the heart of god and what it is that he wants from us this study takes a look at seven major events in the life of david and his psalms that flowed out of those experiences david was reckless broken sinful passionate and humble the message of his life is that god wants the deepest part of us to truly know and love him through this study women will move beyond the appearance of godliness and learn to truly adore god features include seven weeks of study on key events in david’s life and selected psalms story driven teaching with scripture study and
personal application projects for each session an interactive study guide that facilitates heart and life transformation

The Lord Is My Shepherd 2013-02-05 rob morgan bestselling author of then my soul sings explores the rich meaning behind the world s best known and most loved poem psalm 23 the lord is my shepherd i shall not want he makes me to lie down in green pastures he leads me beside the still waters these are the opening lines to one of the most memorized inspirational and comforting passages in the bible and one of the greatest poems of all time in six verses it provides a microcosm of god s grace when anxiety robs us of sleep our most powerful tranquilizer is psalm 23 it s a soul soother it appears in the middle of a trilogy of psalms dealing with our past our present and our future needs in the lord is my shepherd morgan teaches psalm 23 verse by verse explaining its extraordinary power to change lives and ease our troubles he shares its fascinating context and colorful background as well as his own charming real life stories of herding sheep you ll find encouragement to enjoy the green pastures of life while becoming strengthened by the dark valleys furthermore morgan maintains that some of the bible s richest truths are summarized in these six simple verses of psalm 23 in knowing the good shepherd we have total resources for all our internal external and eternal needs through this clear explanation of the biblical text and great stories that illustrate the love and care of the shepherd the lord is my shepherd will help you
rediscover the joy inspiration and peace in the green pastures of this beloved psalm

Study Guide for Reading the Bible the Law 2011-09-07
many people don't take the bible off the shelf and open it up and read it because they say they don't understand what it says when you study the bible with this book even if you haven't ever read or studied the word of god before it will help you get a little basic knowledge in the word of god i wrote this study guide for people who have just got saved or for young people when anyone uses the expositor's study bible along with this study they will find some of the answers are in the commentary part today there are many study guides out there that provide some help for you but this study guide breaks down every chapter in the first five books of the bible i will give you a sample in this study guide it is not just called the law but also the tora and the pentateuch so i hope you find this study to help you learn the first five books of the bible and maybe you can use it to teach others who want to learn more about the bible

The Blessing of the Lord 2012-05-01
the blessing of the lord is god's original plan for you contrary to popular belief he doesn't want you sick broke and lonely he wants to make you rich in every area of life your health finances relationships and more in this hard cover book you will learn god's original intent for his people to live in the blessing god's plan to restore the blessing after man sinned how god has empowered you to succeed how jesus connects you to the blessing why the blessing is not just a spiritual
realism but a material reality too how to be living proof of the blessing to others how love governs the operation of the blessing no matter where you are in the progress of your life as a christian learn more about god and his relationship with you as you dig deeper into the vital message of the blessing allow this revelation that changed kenneth copeland s life forever to convert your thinking fuel your faith and accomplish god s will for your life too set yourself on the path to guaranteed success today your blessed life of peace and joy awaits you

**When God Doesn't Fix It** 2015-09-15 is it possible that good things can come out of our broken dreams worship leader and recording artist laura story s life took an unexpected turn when her husband martin was diagnosed with a brain tumor their lives would never be the same yes with god all things are possible but the devastating news was that no cure existed to restore martin s short term memory eyesight and other complications the fairy tale life laura had dreamed of was no longer possible and yet in struggling with god about how to live with broken dreams laura has found joy and a deeper intimacy with jesus in when god doesn t fix it laura helps you understand that we aren t the only ones whose lives have taken unexpected turns even heroes of our faith experienced brokenness despite our flaws and stories god can use us in extraordinary ways god may not fix everything in fact although your situation might not ever change or get better with jesus lay linear algebra its applications solutions 4th edition
Let God Fight Your Battles 2015-06-02

let god fight your battles
life presents you with various battles ranging from health concerns to financial challenges or to family issues difficult times are often referred to as the storms of life and weathering them on your own can be hard or even seem impossible be encouraged god did not intend for you to face life s trials alone you can rely on him to come alongside you and fight these battles joyce meyer 1 new york times bestselling author has helped countless people overcome obstacles by learning to give their burdens to the lord in this helpful book she shares practical advice biblical insights and personal illustrations that illuminate how to accept god s help giving him control will open your mind to receive his guiding wisdom filling you with confidence and creative solutions to all of your challenges learn how to get rid of fear and courageously rise above every obstacle when you let god fight your battles derived from content previously published in the battle belongs to the lord

The Reed of God 2020-05-29

first published in 1944 and now a spiritual classic for catholics across the globe the reed of god contains meditations on the humanity of mary mother of god british catholic writer and artist caryll houselander lovingly explores mary s intimately human side depicting our lady as a musical instrument who makes divine love known to the world this refreshed edition is rich and rewarding reading for all christians who wonder what mary was really like while the second vatican council led to a renewed...
interest in the theology and person of Mary Caryll Houselander offered a simple yet profound reflection on the mother of God almost fifteen years before the council began confronting the static surreal Madonna of the Christmas card. Houselander provides instead an intuitive, warmly human, and approachable image of the mother of God through the central image of a reed that is played for music. Houselander demonstrates how Mary chose to make herself an instrument for the divine plan, giving her inmost being to the proclamation of God’s greatness in sharing her distinctive vision of Mary. Houselander offers the mother of God as a model for all people seeking to be instruments of the divine. The essays and poems in the reed of God also reflect on the mysteries of Mary’s life and her impact on salvation history. In the book’s four parts, Houselander explores key events of Mary’s life including her fiat, finding Jesus in the temple, and the assumption as well as the themes of fruitful emptiness and the eternal search for union with God.

**The Pursuit of God with Study Guide** 2006-01-01

Sometimes the voices that speak most clearly in the present are those that echo from the past. So it is in this Christian classic by the late pastor and evangelist A.W. Tozer in the pursuit of God, Tozer brings the mystics to bear on modern spirituality, grieving the hustle and bustle and calling for a slow, steady gaze upon God with prophetic vigor and flowing prose. He urges us to replace low thoughts of God with lofty ones, to quiet our lives so we can know God. He reminds us that life apart from God is really no life.
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at all tozer s bestseller this book has been called one of the all time most inspirational books by a panel of christian magazine writers and with this study guide ideal for group or individual use reflection and discussion questions will help you internalize the content and apply it to your life

A Man of God 2017-05-16 there are too few men in today’s world who are willing to live their faith with godly passion and integrity pastor graham highlights what it takes to be a man of god

Hath God Said? 1986-08-07 study guide for hath god said includes lesson objectives message outline study questions and discussion questions suitable for individual or group study

The Serpent of Paradise 2011-07-28 how we perceive our enemy will largely determine how we fight against him unless we grasp how the devil fits into god’s scheme of things we will find it difficult to stand against his conspiracy against us personally and his influence within our culture we can have a proper theology of the devil only if we have a proper theology of god only when we stand in awe of god will we find it unnecessary to be in awe of satan as martin luther once said the devil is god’s devil god is still in control the serpent of paradise gives an overview of the career of satan and his interaction with the almighty it traces his fall from an exalted position to his demise in everlasting shame and contempt it shows us that satan always loses even when he wins best of all it confirms that we who have been translated from the kingdom of darkness into the kingdom of light
able to stand against him be strong in the lord and in his mighty power put on the full armor of god so that you can take your stand against the devil s schemes. Ephesians 6:10-11 NIV The serpent of paradise is a book about satan but it is also a book about god s power god s program and god s purposes in this world.

God's Armor Bearer Volumes 1 & 2 Study Guide

2019-01-22 you are a member of god s dream team each born again believer has something unique to offer to the body of christ in fact the very success of the church depends on all of its parts operating in unity god s armorbearers are faithful ministers chosen and sent by god to assist leadership with the vision he has placed within them based upon the remarkable best selling books god s armorbearer and god s armorbearer ii terry nance now releases a companion study guide that will empower readers with the word while expounding on vital principles from the books filled with thought provoking questions god s armorbearer study guide will help you find the answers from god s word that bring the understanding you desire perfect for bible study groups personal devotional time and sunday school classes the workbook styled format comes complete with a special answer section in the back to check your work you will learn the functions of old and new testament armorbearers how to develop the skills of an armorbearer how to understand your call and fulfill your purpose how to run with the house vision how to work together as a team how to submit to and flow with authority how to bloom where god has planted.
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you are an important part of God's plan. Get off the sidelines and into the action.

**Taste and See**

2020-06-23

Join Margaret Feinberg, one of America's most beloved teachers and writers, as she sets out on a remarkable journey to unearth God's perspective on food. What you discover will forever change the way you read the Bible and approach every meal. This groundbreaking book provides a culinary exploration of scripture. You'll descend 400 feet below ground into the frosty white caverns of a salt mine. You'll fish on the Sea of Galilee, bake fresh matzo at Yale University, ferry to a remote island in Croatia, harvest olives, spend time with a Texas butcher known as the Meat Apostle, and wander a California farm with one of the world's premier fig farmers. With each stop, Margaret asks, how do you read these scriptures not as theologians but in light of what you do every day? Tasting and seeing teaches us that as we break bread, we find the satisfaction of our deepest hungers in the community, our souls crave as we share our lives. Tasting and seeing God's fruitfulness when we're tempted to lose heart and we all will be we find courage in listening to and participating in stories of God's rescuing ways in the midst of a busy life. We can all create space to taste and see God's goodness. Taste and see is a delicious read that includes dozens of recipes for those who like Margaret believe some of life's richest moments are spent savoring a meal with those you love. See you around the table!
fulfilling life read and taste the richest food for the soul ann voskamp bestselling author of waymaker and one thousand gifts margaret is a storyteller who never ceases to see the beauty of the world around us if you love god good food and life around the table this book will take you on an unforgettable culinary journey through the bible jennie allen bestselling author of get out of your head and founder of if gathering

The Study Guide for the Niv Bible 2008-09 the study guide for the niv bible is designed to help you to study the bible as you read through the bible the author is gifted with the gift of teaching and has devised this study guide based on her desire to encourage christians to read and study the bible

Rules 2009-07-01 twelve year old catherine just wants a normal life which is near impossible when you have a brother with autism and a family that revolves around his disability she s spent years trying to teach david the rules from a peach is not a funny looking apple to keep your pants on in public in order to head off david s embarrassing behaviors but the summer catherine meets jason a surprising new sort of friend and kristi the next door friend she s always wished for it s her own shocking behavior that turns everything upside down and forces her to ask what is normal

Lord, I Want to Know You 2021-01-02 discover the limitless power of god s name enjoy the expanded and updated editions of the best selling lord bible study series from kay arthur the lord study series is an insightful warm hearted bible study series designed to meet readers where they are and help them discover...
God’s answers to their deepest needs so much of our confusion and pain results because we don’t know God who He really is how He works in our lives but with Lord I want to know You that will all change when You know God more fully by studying His names Creator Healer Protector Provider and many others You’ll gain power to stand strong You’ll find strength for times of trial comfort for pain provision for your soul’s deepest needs and Your walk with God will be transformed let Kay Arthur guide you through the scriptures in this deeply insightful study Your daily time with God in His Word will introduce you to the limitless treasure available to You as His child and these are truths You can share easily with others individually or in small groups

God Is...

2021-02-18 does it really matter what You believe about God it’s important to have a healthy view of God one that is based not on your feelings or opinions your beliefs about God influence how You live how You view Yourself and others and even how You respond to life’s trials your understanding about God also affects your relationship with Him and should be based on the truth of the Bible in this five part study designed for group experience or individual reflection Pastor Robert Morris offers a fresh perspective on God the Father’s character and heart You will be encouraged as You learn how believing in the goodness of God helps You enjoy life how God is fully merciful and fully just at the same time how God is faithful and worthy of your trust how God’s grace is unmerited unearned and unlimited how ...
partner with you in his plan for your life your heavenly father never changes he loves you more than you ll ever know robert morris is the founding lead senior pastor of gateway church in the dallas fort worth metroplex he is passionate for people to discover the goodness of god believe who he really is and be equipped for every situation life brings robert is the author of numerous best selling books including the blessed life and take the day off

**The Jesus Book** 2022-02-01 you are invited to personally experience jesus this book will introduce you to the only one who gave up everything to suffer and die for you his name is jesus on these pages you will be taken by the hand and led to his loving heart you will discover jesus as savior sufferer servant shepherd lover lord healer provider god and so much more whether you have known jesus for years or have never met him at all this book will help you fall in love with him in a life changing way you will discover his love and love him in return says the author loving jesus is the highest calling and the greatest achievement you can ever have it is a never ending experience that will consume you forever

**God Wants You Well Study Guide** 2007-10 whether you are teaching a sunday school class leading a small group discipling an individual or studying on your own this study guide is designed for you each lesson consists of the lesson text outline teacher s guide discipleship questions answer key and scriptures as a bonus you can download pdfs of the outlines discipleship questions and scriptures for each lesson
in this study guide

The God Questions, Exploring Life's Great Questions About God 2016-04-26 how do i know that god is real is the bible really the word of god or is it just an ancient book why are christians so exclusive is there really only one way to heaven all of these are tough questions but in the god questions they are addressed head on with hard hitting facts that tell the truth the god questions gives brief simple and easy to understand answers to the eight key questions everyone asks about christianity divided in 40 short readable chapters this book will help you understand god and the universe he created book cover

Frequency 2022-02-01 god is speaking are you listening as you open your spiritual ears you will learn to determine which channels god is using to broadcast his intentions discover how to discern his specific versus his general voice recognize the multiple ways he communicates and draw closer to him by reading his word as believers in jesus christ we naturally want to know how we can hear god s voice does god speak is he speaking to you the good news is yes he is speaking and like a radio host broadcasting his voice into the airwaves god speaks all the time the question is are we tuned in to the right frequency god communicates with us in multiple ways whether through the bible through circumstances or even through a whisper pastor robert morris demonstrates how we can grow in our faith maturing from sheep hearing his voice to hearing it as his friend or even as a prophet when we begin to understand
and specific ways god speaks to us then we can begin to cultivate a life of deeper connection with our creator in frequency you will gain a better understanding of how to recognize god’s voice discern the general voice of god from the specific voice of god grow in your relationship with the lord by developing consistent time in his word value the voice of the lord and enjoy drawing closer to your creator frequency will demystify the process of hearing god and take you to a new level in your faith

How to Find God’s Will Study Guide 2018-02-09
whether you are teaching a sunday school class leading a small group discipling an individual or studying on your own this study guide is designed for you each lesson consists of the lesson text outline teacher’s guide discipleship questions answer key and scriptures as a bonus you can download pdfs of the outlines discipleship questions and scriptures for each lesson in this study guide

Question-Based Bible Study Guide -- Acknowledging God 2015-12-19 thirteen ready to use small group bible studies on the topic the power of god’s names lessons include lesson 1 the good fight of faith 1 timothy 6 11 21 lesson 2 there is no god like you 2 chronicles 6 12 21 lesson 3 the people gave thanks to god 2 chronicles 7 1 9 lesson 4 keep my statutes and ordinances 2 chronicles 7 12 22 lesson 5 he has risen luke 24 1 12 30 35 lesson 6 the risen lord appears john 21 1 14 lesson 7 follow me john 21 15 25 lesson 8 the lord almighty revelation 4 1 11 lesson 9 blessing glory honor forever revelation 5 lesson 10 giving from
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a generous heart exodus 35 20 29 2 corinthians 9 6 8
lesson 11 bringing firstfruits leviticus 2 14 23 9 14 22
lesson 12 remembering with joy leviticus 25 1 12
lesson 13 rejoicing in restoration psalm 34 1 10
hebrews 2 17 18

The Practice of the Presence of God Study Guide
2017-01-19 a study guide for individual and group study includes the text of brother lawrence's the practice of the presence of god with reflection questions prayer exercises and group discussion questions for bulk orders of more than 10 books go to desertdirection.com

Bible Study 2021-12-07 discovering the word of god in a way that is easily understood in this book i use the analogy of a treasure chest to describe the word of god and the bible for many people the bible is like a large and mysterious chest with leather embossed domed lid and gilt hinges sadly the hinges are rusted and there is a lock on it which seems impossible to open it is indisputable that the chest is brim full of precious treasures but accessing them is the problem as a result many christians do not experience the joy and fulfillment of reading their bibles regularly to discover the unlimited treasures it contains firstly this book explains that there are three keys which are available to every potential reader and explorer of the holy treasure chest briefly these are a desire to know the truth a determination to persevere and asking for the help of the holy spirit once these keys are applied the lid will pop open and then the fun begins that's where this book seeks to get you started
adventure by providing an overview or a guided tour if you will of the main points and message of the bible from genesis to revelation we start at the beginning explaining how it all began when there was nothing except god after creation an enemy is introduced and the fact that we are all in a spiritual war despite the fall there is still hope and god makes an amazing covenant with abraham a covenant which he will spend the rest of time unfolding and fulfilling along the way god s people find themselves in bondage as slaves in egypt then wandering in the wilderness but eventually they reach the promised land where more struggles and challenges await them the desperate need of a savior becomes more and more apparent and pressing then in the fullness of time jesus arrives immanuel messiah and coming king the format of the book is such that each of the ten chapters covers a certain period of the bible in chronological order at the end of each chapter there is a pause to ponder section which gives the reader a short bible passage or verse to read and then a few thoughts and questions to ponder about that particular passage in this way the treasure chest is carefully and steadily being explored with the purpose of discovering more and more treasures and insights into god s word the aim of this book is to bring a fresh perspective and excitement to all those who wish to read the bible regardless of whether they are new to the faith or have been on the journey for years the unlimited treasures of god s word are freely available to all who would seek and search for them this book can be used
as a springboard to facilitate the joyful and rewarding adventure of discovery by encouraging readers to open up their bible s every day

The Bible Recap Study Guide 2021-03-30 get to know god better and dig deeper into his word with the bible recap study guide following a chronological bible reading plan this easy to use resource includes reflection and research questions specific to each day s reading as well as space to write your responses from just a handful of questions each day you will get a concise yet comprehensive view of the bible s larger narrative and how god s character is revealed throughout scripture you will soon discover that he s where the joy is praise for the bible recap i have grown closer to god in ways i couldn t expect it has helped me understand the bible like never before more than a bible study it is a god study

Freeing Jesus 2020-02-18 the award winning author of grateful goes beyond the culture wars to offer a refreshing take on the comprehensive multi faceted nature of jesus keeping his teachings relevant and alive in our daily lives how can you still be a christian this is the most common question diana butler bass is asked today it is a question that many believers ponder as they wrestle with disappointment and disillusionment in their church and its leadership but while many christians have left their churches they cannot leave their faith behind in freeing jesus bass challenges the idea that jesus can only be understood in static one dimensional ways and asks us to instead consider a life where jesus grows with us and helps us
through life's challenges in several capacities as friend teacher savior lord way and presence freeing Jesus is an invitation to leave the religious wars behind and rediscover Jesus in all his many manifestations to experience Jesus beyond the narrow confines we have built around him it renews our hope in faith and worship at a time when we need it most.

**Everything You Need Bible Study Guide**
2016-02-23 encounter god's divine power to give us everything we need to live a godly life you may feel like you're lacking in confidence purpose and peace you may worry that your faith is weak or that you're easily overwhelmed by the pressures of this world many christians feel unprepared to walk the journey of faith and yet god equips us with his own glory and goodness so that we're able to face the ruggedness of the world with dignity and strength in this six session video bible study dvd digital video sold separately bestselling author dr david Jeremiah draws on passages from the book of 2 peter to show you how to find divine help to walk life's trail with resilience and strength you'll learn specific ways to take your divine gifts and develop character qualities from them practical wisdom to help you work with confidence as a member of god's kingdom knowledge to strengthen you to soar above your circumstances and make the most of every opportunity it's time to unpack all God has provided and take your next step toward a life of confidence after all you already have everything you need the everything you need study guide includes video teaching notes discussion questions applications solutions 4th edition
exploration and weekly personal study and reflection materials sessions include prepare for the journey survey the trail stay the course persevere on the path step out to help reach the destination designed for use with the everything you need video study available on dvd or streaming video sold separately

The Real Heaven 2016-02-12 heaven has received a lot of attention in recent years as bestselling books and movies have told the stories of people who claim to have been there but what does the bible actually say about heaven what difference does it make what happens the moment after we die what will our relationships be like in heaven chip ingram sets aside the hype and myths and digs into the scriptures to discover what god actually wants us to know about the hereafter most importantly ingram shows why our understanding of heaven matters now in this life because what we believe about heaven actually affects us today in ways we may not have imagined

Habits of Grace 2016-09-13 the christian life is built on three seemingly unremarkable practices reading the bible prayer and fellowship with other believers however according to david mathis such habits of grace are the god designed channels through which his glorious grace flows making them life giving practices for all christians whether it s hearing god s voice the word having his ear prayer or participating in his body fellowship such spiritual rhythms of the christian life have the power to awaken our souls to god s glory and stir our hearts for lifelong service in his name what s more these seemingly simple
practices grant us access to a host of spiritual blessings that we can only begin to imagine this side of eternity and the incredible joy that such blessings bring to God’s children today.

**Because of Bethlehem Bible Study Guide**

2015-03-10 In the Because of Bethlehem video bible study DVD digital video sold separately bestselling author and pastor Max Lucado guides you through the Advent season to its source at an unassuming stable in Bethlehem. No one expected the Messiah to come the way He did; yet the way He came was every bit as important as the coming itself. The manger is the message because of Bethlehem. God knows what it’s like to be human because of Bethlehem. When we talk to Him about tough times, He understands. He’s been there. He’s been here. Because of Bethlehem, we no longer have marks on our record. Just grace in the midst of your hectic Christmas season. This 4-session Bible study with Max will revive your wonder that the one who made everything chose to make Himself nothing for us. Rekindle your connection to the Christ of Christmas who offers lasting hope. Help you lay down your endless Christmas to do list and receive what Jesus has already done. Heal your heartache by embracing the God who is always near. You always for you and always in you. For some Christmas is a time of excitement, celebration, and family, while for others it is a time of loneliness, grief, and loss. No matter what this season holds for you, the promise of Christmas will bring you a lifetime of hope. The Because of Bethlehem study guide includes video notes and discussion questions.
questions bible exploration an individual application activity and an advent practice to complete between meetings sessions include god has a face worship works wonders god guides the wise every heart a manger designed for use with because of bethlehem he chose the nails video study 9780310687849 sold separately the dvd is a two disc set for christmas and easter

Life Is _____ Bible Study Guide 2021-03-16 simple truths to find love enjoyment trust and peace with god what is life what are we here for what is truly important what will bring authentic satisfaction and lasting happiness we all ask these questions and we all have a right to come to our own conclusions in this follow up to his new york times and usa today bestseller jesus is judah completes this sentence as to what life is revealing how it is to be loved and to love to enjoy god to the fullest to trust god in every moment and to be at peace with god others and ourselves judah writes as a friend welcoming to the discussion new believers lifelong followers of jesus and even the merely curious in this six session video based study dvd digital video sold separately judah shows us the irrational love of god and the life that he intends for us to have in the here and now with excitement and humor he looks at the stories in the bible from a different angle and shows how life is all about loving god and loving others this study guide includes leader helps discussion questions conversation starters and between session activities to enhance application of judah s teaching
include life is to be loved by god life is to love others life is to trust god life is to be at peace with god life is to be at peace with yourself life is to enjoy god designed for use with the life is video study 9780718030735 sold separately

**Study Guide** 2016-11-15 one of the most asked questions growing up among friends and family was the mystery of trying to know the meaning of life and how to fit into this world correctly so many people want to know their purpose in life the frustration of not understanding these valid questions can produce an overwhelming situation in our emotions as i began to learn about jesus and the father god through his word i was on my way to understanding myself the first step was to be born again after salvation i began to search the word of god for answers this allowed me to gain understanding of his plan for humanity as well as his plan my personal life i was overwhelmed with his love for me and started to understand myself with such clarity that i decided to share some these truths with you i believe you will be blessed with this study blessings dr kevin l zadaifounder and president of warrior notes and warrior notes school of ministry

**LORDS PRAYER** 2013-09-23 when did we start believing that god wants to send us to safe places to do easy things jesus didn t die to keep us safe he died to make us dangerous the will of god is not an insurance plan it s a daring plan it s time to quit living as if the purpose of your life is to arrive safely at death all in a four session video based bible study and digital video sold separately by new york times
bestselling author Mark Batterson challenges participants to resolutely follow God wherever He leads by pointing out that if Jesus is not lord of all He is not lord at all. Most people think they are following Jesus. They may think they are following Jesus but the reality is they’ve invited Jesus to follow them. They call Him Savior but they’ve never surrendered to Him as Lord. Are you following Jesus or have you invited Jesus to follow you? Participants will find Batterson’s teaching filled with his customary vivid contemporary stories as well as biblical characters like Shamgar, Elisha, Jonathan and Judas. It’s time to go all in for God.

Sessions include:
- Now or Never
- Pack Your Coffin
- All in Charge
- All Out
- Rim Huggers
- All in
- Burn the Ships

Designed for use with All In video study. 9780310333104 sold separately.

All In Bible Study Guide